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ABSTRACT 
In the recent years, there is a wide increase in the demand of 

cloud computing because of its endless advantages like 

reduced infrastructure cost, scalability, virtualization, on 

demand service etc. This technology has brought a great 

revolution in the field of Information Technology. 

Resource Provisioning is an area in cloud computing where 

resources are provisioned to the processes in such a way that 

every coming process can get its demanded resource in time 

and can complete its execution in time and that too with full 

privacy. For our model proposed, we have taken existing 

work in hybrid cloud environment. We have used Fuzzy 

Logic as a tool for redefining the priorities to the processes. In 

this paper, a Fuzzy Logic based model is proposed to 

reprioritize Cloud Computing process requests using extended 

parameters. The central idea is to develop a conceptual model 

for prioritizing processes on the basis of their age, execution 

time and security factors. For considering these factors, 

human expertise is needed. Therefore, we have incorporated 

Fuzzy Logic in the system where the Fuzzy inference system 

will decide the priorities of the processes.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Cloud Computing is a new innovation that give a new way to 

success in Information technology. Cloud Computing is the 

use of Cloud resources (hardware and software) that is 

delivered as a service over a network [1].Concepts like on-

demand self service, broad network access, resource pooling 

and other trademarks of cloud computing services are the key 

components of its current popularity [2].Actually, it is a 

internet based technology where the resources are provided on 

demand like storage, networking tools, servers, software 

applications and also platform on which customers can build 

and deploy their applications. These resources are provided as 

services to the customers. The customers don’t know where 

these resources are. They only use these resources and pay on 

the basis of resources demanded. 

1.1 Types of services 

    1.1.1   Software as a Service (SAAS): 

SAAS is a software delivery model in which 

applications are accessed by a simple interface such 

as a web browser over the internet [3].The user 

needs not to spend on the costly softwares. They use 

these softwares through cloud and pay on the basis 

of usage 

 

     1.1.2   Platform as a Service (PAAS): 
PAAS provide a computing platform using the 

cloud infrastructure [4] where the user can build and 

deploy their applications  

     1.1.3   Infrastructure as a service (IAAS): 
IAAS provides the consumer the processing, 

storage, networks and other fundamental computing 

resources where the consumer is able to deploy and 

run arbitrary software which can include operating 

systems and applications [5] 

1.2     TYPES OF CLOUDS 

1.2.1 Private Cloud: Private Cloud is a distinct and       

secure      environment, only the specified client can 

operate [6].It is used by the organization which 

owns it. 

1.2.2 Public Cloud: Any one on the internet can 

access public cloud. 

1.2.3. Hybrid Cloud: Intermixing of public cloud 

and private cloud is hybrid cloud. The features of 

public cloud (Low cost and scalability) are not there 

in private cloud and features of private cloud 

(Security and Privacy) are not there in public cloud. 

So in order to enjoy the benefits of both clouds, one 

can use hybrid cloud. 

1.2.4Community Cloud: It is a model in which cloud services 

are shared by multiple organizations and supports a 

specific community that has special concerns(e.g. 

mission, security considerations etc.It may be managed 

by the organizations itself or some third party, either on-

premise or off-premise[7] 

1.3. Resource Provisioning 
Resource provisioning helps in determining that which and 

how much resources are required for the submitted workloads 

so that QOS parameters such as security, availability, 

reliability and CPU utilization can be maintained [8]. In fact, 

determining right amount of resources need to be provisioned 

is a very complex task. The amount of resources should be 

minimum for a workload to maintain a desirable level of 

service quality or maximize throughput (or minimize 

workload completion time) of a workload [9].Various cloud 

based resource provisioning mechanisms are there in the 

existing literature which have explained in our review paper 

[8] are explained briefly in the next section.   
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1.4. Resource Provisioning Mechanisms 
Various cloud based resource provisioning mechanisms are as 

follows: 

 HYBRID CLOUD BASED: In this category, 

resource provisioning schemes has been proposed 

where researcher has taken more than one cloud to 

improve scalability. Resources have been allocated 

to the processes on the basis of priority of the 

process. High Priority processes go to private cloud 

for resources whereas medium and low priority 

processes go to public cloud for resources. Proposed 

approaches proved to be cost-effective while 

increasing the resource utilization.[10][11][12]. 

 

 Reliability Based: This policy takes care of 

resource provisioning in cloud based environment 

while improving reliability of the virtual machines 

providing these resources[13].Various brokering 

strategies have been proposed while modifying the 

backfilling scheduling algorithm to give a fault free 

environment for private cloud for provisioning 

resources.[14] 

 

 Queuing Model Based: A dynamic resource 

provisioning mechanism is proposed while 

removing deadlocks among the processes requesting 

resources [15]. 

 

 Ontology Based: An Inter Cloud Resource 

Provisioning Scheme is proposed and the researcher 

addressed the problem of interoperability between 

the clouds with the help of ontology [16].    

 

 Deadline Based: The researcher proposed 

deadline driven resource provisioning algorithm for 

cloud application platform ANEKA while reducing 

application execution time [17]. 

  

 Service Level agreement (SLA) based: 

Resource provisioning policy for heterogeneous 

clouds is proposed by considering their SLA.The 

policy results in maximum utilization of resources 

also by decreasing risk of underutilization of 

resources [18]. 

 

 Cost Based: A cost effective resource 

provisioning policy is proposed adjusting in 

multiple private and public clouds[19]  

 

 Application Based: Cloud based brokering 

strategy is proposed where the resources are 

provisioned from the best suited service provider 

and results in decreasing cost and promotes 

scalability and robustness [20]. 

2. MOTIVATION 
We have taken the base policy presented by the researcher 

[10] in which resources are provisioned in hybrid cloud based 

environment. Priorities have been assigned to the coming 

processes. High priority processes always go to private cloud 

and Low priority and medium priority processes go to public 

cloud or private cloud depending upon availability of cloud. 

But the approach is totally uni-dimensional for allocating 

priorities to the processes. Moreover, there is no solution to 

the problem of priority conflict where processes with same 

priorities arrive. 

 

2.1. Why Fuzzy Logic? 
We have used Fuzzy Logic tool in the proposed technique to 

solve the above given issues. Fuzzy Logic is a branch of 

Artificial Intelligence that has been proposed by Zadeh in 

1965.Fuzzy Logic provides a simple way to arrive at a 

definite conclusion based upon vague, ambiguous, imprecise, 

noisy or missing input information [21].  

Fuzzy Logic is more than simple true or False that is 

supported by conventional systems. Fuzzy Logic is a 

collection of membership functions and rules that support 

multi-valued logic as the degree of truthfulness varies 

between true and false. 

Due to excellent response of fuzzy Logic to uncertainty and 

its logically reasoning, Fuzzy Logic is widely applied in 

Cloud Computing [22]. 

2.2. Applications of Fuzzy Logic in Cloud 

Computing 
On the basis of a literature reviewed     in our previous paper 

[23] various applications of Fuzzy Logic in the field of Cloud 

Computing have been listed as follows: 

 

 Load Balancing[24][25] 

 Job Scheduling [26][27][28] 

 Trust Evaluation[29] 

 Power monitoring[30] 

 QOS optimization [31]. 

 Improving Reliability [32] [33]. 

2.3. Application of Fuzzy Logic In Proposed 

Model 
Fuzzy Logic has proved beneficial in various real life 

applications as it works like human mind. That’s why we are 

also using Fuzzy Logic to improve the existing model. 

We have used Fuzzy Logic to deal with coming Cloud 

Computing based processes for the resources. We have 

designed a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) that will allocate 

priorities to the processes on the basis of three factors: 

Security, Age and Execution Time. So we are designing three 

dimensional model for reprioritizing the processes in cloud 

computing. This also reduces the priority conflict situation to 

great extent. 

3. PROPOSED MODEL 
The design of Fuzzy Logic based model for giving priorities 

to cloud computing based processes is given in this section. 

Infact, Fuzzy logic is a four step process that is summarized as 

follows: 

 Fuzzification: Fuzzification defines the 

membership functions for the linguistic variables. 

While variables in mathematics usually take 

numerical values, in fuzzy Logic applications, the 

non-numeric linguistic variables are often used to 

facilitate the expression of rules and facts[34].For 

instance, we defined age into five linguistic terms: 

Very Low, Low, Medium, High and Very High. 

Details of membership functions for input and 

output variables in our research is shown later. 

 Rule Base: If-Then Rules are used to design 

rule base. For instance we have defined a rule 
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If (Security based priority is High) and (age is Very 

Low) and (Execution Time is Low) then (allocated 

Priority is High) 

Usually, for each linguistic term, a corresponding 

fuzzy set can either be designed with the help of 

expert(s) or derived from existing data to meet the 

definition of a fuzzy set [35]. 

 Application of Rules: On the basis of 

various inputs, various rules with their strengths are 

fired that help to arrive at definite conclusion for 

defining appropriate priority to a process. 

 Defuzzification: The defuzzification process 

converts the fuzzy output into a crisp value. In our 

research, we have taken Allocated Priority as output 

variable that will define a crisp result in terms of 

priority allocated to the Cloud Computing process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Fuzzy Logic Based Expert System 

 

 

A Fuzzy Logic system deals with the statements that are not 

well defined. 

For instance using conventional systems the age of a process 

is defined as high or low but question is up to what extent it is 

high? High is an imprecise term. So membership functions 

define the degree of something.  

 

3.1. Designing membership functions for 

input variables and output variable 

Three input variables and one output variable along with the 

membership functions have been defined which are given 

below. 

3.1.1 Input variables1:Security 

Security means how much security factor of a process is to be 

considered. For security, we have taken triangular 

membership function. For sharp transitions, we use triangular 

functions 

 

 

                         0 if x ≤.02684 

         

          (X-.02684)/ (.2765-.02684) 

          If       x є (.02684,.2765) 

µL(x)   =        

                       (.5261-x)/(.5261- .2765) 

  If     x є (.2765,.5261) 

   

  0 if x≥ .5261 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Input variables2: Age 

For smooth transitions, we use Gaussian membership 

functions. So we use this type of function in age. 

 

 

µL(x) =exp   -(x-.25)2/2*.10622 

 

µH(x) =exp   -(x-.75)2/2*.10622 

 

3.1.3. Input variables3: Execution Time 

Here we have used triangular Function. 

 

                         0 if x ≤.2499 

         

          (x-.2499)/(.5-.2499) 

          If       x є (.2499,.5) 

µM(x)   =        

                       (.7501-x)/(.7501- .5) 

  If     x є (.5,.7501) 

   

0 if x≥ .7501 

 

 

 

3.1.4Output variable: Allocated Priority 

Here we have used triangular function. 

 

    0 if x ≤.4999 

         

          (x-.4999)/(.75-.4999) 

          If       x є (.4999,.75) 

µH(x)   =        

                       (1-x)/(1- .75) 

  If     x є (.75,1) 

   

  0 if x≥ 1 

 

 

3.2. Designing Fuzzy Rules 

The Fuzzy Logic based expert system takes inputs and on the 

basis of Rule Base, an output in the form of crisp value is 

derived. Here, we designed inputs parameters as: 

Security has been defined as Very low, Low, Medium, High 

and Very High.  

Age has been defined as Very low, Low, Medium, High and 

Very High.  

Execution Time has been defined as Very low, Low, 

Medium, High and Very High. 

One output will be received in the form of Allocated Priority 

as Very Low, Low, Medium, High and Very High. 

Some of the rules of our rule base are presented below: 

R1: If (Security is Very High) and (Age is Very High) and 

(Execution Time is Very High) Then (Allocated Priority is 

High) 

R2: If (Security is Very High) and (Age is very High) and 

(Execution Time is Very Low) Then (Allocated Priority is 

Very High) 

R10: If (Security is High) and (Age is Medium) and 

(Execution Time is High) Then (Allocated Priority is High) 

Input 

Variable 

Input 

Variable 

Input 

Variable 

 

Fuzzy Logic 

Based 

Decision 

Making 

System 

Outpu

t 
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R40: If (Security is Very Low) and (Age is Medium) and 

(Execution Time is Medium) Then (Allocated Priority is Low) 

Our rule base is designed with 57 rules on the basis of various 

experts in industries. 

3.3. Inference Mechanism 
Various commonly used Fuzzy Rules based models are: 

1 The Mamdani 

2 The Takagi-Sugeno-Kang 

3 The Standard Additive Model 

 

Here, we have taken The Mamdani method which captures 

expert’s knowledge and is widely used in developing Decision 

Support Systems. Here If-Then rules format are used and 

Defuzzification method is used to compute the crisp output. 

3.4. Defuzzification  
As we want a single quantitative value, the output of the 

system is defuzzified using Centroid method. 

 

 
 

Fig 2.Graphical User Interface for the proposed system 

Here the input variables i.e. Security, Age and Execution 

Time are taken .Submit Button is pressed and will give output 

in the form of Allocated Priority.  

4. FUTURE WORK 
In our future work, we will implement the above model 

designed  where FIS will give priorities to the coming Cloud 

Computing based Processes.Results of both the approaches 

will be compared and we will show the effectiveness of fuzzy 

logic in the proposed technique. Also we will use another 

artificial intelligence technique Neural Network to perform 

the same work in place of Fuzzy Logic and will analyze the 

effect of Artificial Intelligence tools in Cloud Computing 

based Resource Provisioning.  

5. CONCLUSION 
A FL based model is proposed to re-prioritize the cloud 

computing based processes to give the order to the processes 

in which the processes will go to private cloud and public 

cloud for resources. In our model, Rule Base has been 

designed on the basis of Experts opinions. Accordingly FIS 

will determine priority of the processes in Cloud Computing 

environment. A simplified GUI is presented for making the 

system user-friendly for the users.  Fuzzy Logic has proved 

very beneficial in real life applications. Actually Fuzzy Logic 

works on the mind of human being. That is the primary reason 

we are using Fuzzy Logic in our model. 
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